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It is proved that if G is a split extension of a cyclic-p-group by a cyclic p’-group 
with faithful action then any torsion unit of augmentation one of LG is rationally 
conjugate to a group element. It is also proved that if G is a split extension of an 
abelian group A by an abelian group X with (JA 1,1X1) = 1 then any torsion unit of 
9G of augmentation one and order relatively prime to IA / is rationally conjugate to 
an element of X. 
1. INTRODUCTlON 
It is a classical result of G. Higman [5] that the unit group %LG, of the 
integral group ring LG of a finite abelian group G is given by &G x F where 
F is a free abelian group. There are two parts to this result. The first is that 
kG has a normal torsion free complement in i’/llG. This was conjectured by 
Dennis [4] for noncommutative groups and proved for certain metabelian 
groups by Cliff, Sehgal, and Weiss [3]. The second part says that all torsion 
units of LG in the abelian case are trivial, i.e., of the form fg. It is not true 
that in the noncommutative case, all torsion units are conjugate to trivial 
units. This can be seen in ZS,, as pointed out by Hughes and Pearson [6]. 
Let us denote by %, ZG the units of augmentation one. Zassenhaus conjec- 
tured that every torsion unit of 2?, ZG is rationally conjugate to a group 
element. This has been recently proved by Bhandari and Luthar II] for 
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metacyclic groups of order pq where p and q are primes, q dividing (p - 1). 
It is our intention to verify this conjecture, also stated as a problem in [ 7, 
p. 2291, for a wider class of metacylcic groups. More precisely, we prove the 
following two theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a split extension of a cyclic p-group by a cyclic p’- 
group with faithful action. Let u E 9, ZG be an element offinite order. Then 
there exists a y E %‘/QG, g E G such that u = y-‘gy. 
THEOREM 2. Let G =A >a X where A and X are abelian. Let 
uETZ!,ZG with (O(u),(Aj)=l. Then there is a yEZ!QGandx~Xsuch 
that u = y-‘xy. 
Let us denote by d(G, N) the kernel of the natural map HG + Z(G/N) if N 
is a normal subgroup of G. Then d(G, G) is the augmentation ideal d(G) of 
ZG. We write u-g to say that u is conjugate in QG to g. It is also 
convenient to denote by TP the set of torsion elements of a group 2!. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that G has a normal subgroup A of order p” where p 
is a prime. Then any element z of ZG of the form 
z=s+6, SE Z, JEA(G,A) 
with (s,p) = 1 is invertible in QG. 
Proof Suppose that ,uz = 0 for some ,u E ZG. Then ,us = -pd. Since 
(p, s) = 1 we find an integer s, such that 
p = -s,ps (mod z-9. 
From this it follows that 
,Ll= *s;/lP (mod PI. 
But since d(G, A) is nilpotent modulo p we have ,u = 0 (modp), ,u =p,u, , 
p, E EG. Consequently pu,z = 0. Repeating this we get ,u =p”pn for any n 
and thus ,U = 0. Since z is not a zero divisor it must be invertible in QG, as 
desired. 
The next lemma is an extension of the corresponding result of Bhandari 
and Luthar; however, the argument is Hilbert Theorem 90. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a split extension A XI X where A is an abelian 
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normal p-group and X any group. Let u E ;‘/1 LG be a unit of the form 
u = uw, v E P(1 + d(G, A)), w E %ZX. If u has finite order s not divisible 
by p then u is conjugate to w in QG. 
ProoJ The split exact sequence 
induces the split exact sequence 
l-+%(1 +,~(G,A))+FY~ZG-#,Z:X+ 1 
and we have #, LG = ;‘/(l + d(G,A)) >a #, ZX. Writing LJII‘ = wvu~-’ we 
have 
It follows that ws = 1 and u . Us . . . . . vK’ ’ = v’ “I” ‘(“ -’ = 1. It should be 
noted that the elements in the last product do not commute. Writing 
z= 1 +v+Ul+n'+ . . . +L)ltwt...+lv’ : 
we get 
Thus 
Now since v = l(d(G,A)) it follows that z = s mod d(G,A). By the last 
lemma z is invertible in QG and we can conclude that z ‘owz = w. 
Let G be a metabelian group with A abelian normal and G/A abelian. Let 
u E EY, ZG. Then it follows by the argument on page 103 of 141 that there is 
an element g E G such that 
u-g (mod d(G) d(A)). 
LEMMA 3. O(u) = O(g). 
Proof. Suppose g” = 1 then un = 1 mod@(G) d(A)). Since in the 
metabelian group case being considered it has been proved by Cliff, Sehgal 
and Weiss [3] that P( 1 + d(G) d(A)) is torsion free it follows that un = 1 
Now suppose U’ = 1. Then g’ E l(mod d(G)d(A)). It follows by 17. p. 102 1 
that g’ = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
As a corollary we recover Lemma 3.1 of [ 3 ]. 
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COROLLARY 1. u E 7%(1 + d(G, A)) 3 O(U) divides IA (. 
Proof: U= 1 +S, SEd(G,A)+u= 1 +Ca(a- l), aELG. It follows 
from this that u E a,(mod d(G)d(A)) for some a, E A and the corollary is 
now established. 
We record for later use the following easy and well known fact. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be the split metacyclic group, G = (a) >a (x) with 
ax = d, O(x) = s = O(j), O(a) = p”, and (s, p) = 1. If xk # 1 then the order 
of aixk divides s for any i. 
Remark. G is the group of Theorem 1 and o(j) is the multiplicative order 
of j mod pm. 
Proof: Write a’ = b, xk = y. Then 
(by)’ = b ~+jk+...+jkts-l)y~=bl~jk+...+jk(s-ll 
We claim that 1 t jk t . . . +jko-i) = O(modp”). Certainly, 
(1 -jk)(l +jk + . . . +jkcs- ')) = 1 - jks = O(modp"). 
Since the order of j mod pm is relatively prime to p it follows that p does not 
divide 1 - jk and 1 + j” + . . . + jk’“-” = 0. The lemma is proved. 
The next result enables us to find the conjugating element y of Theorems 1 
and 2 in a bigger field. 
LEMMA 5. Let K > k be infinite Jields and G any finite group. 
Suppose a, /i’ E kG are given. Then 
a, /3 conjugate in KG * a, p conjugate in kG. 
ProoJ We wish to find u E kG such that u-‘au =/3. Let us first try to 
solve the equation au = up. Write u = 2: xi g, where 1 G 1 = n. This gives a 
system of linear equations Xl MX=O, x= i ) [ 1 ME knxn. XII 
There exist linearly independent vectors vi ,..., v,, I > 1, such that all 
solutions X E k, X 1 are k-linear combinations of v, ,..., v, and all solutions in 
K nX I are K-linear combinations of vi ,..., v,. We are also given that there 
exist ri E K such that the element corresponding to X = C rivi in KG is 
invertible. 
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Suppose that for all qi E k, the element of kG corresponding to X = 2 qi vi 
is a zero divisor. Let R be the regular representation of KG. Write 
R(X) = R(C xi g,), R(ui) = Mi. Then 
X=l:rioi~R(X)=~r,R(oi)=~r,M,. 
1 I 
Consider the determinant 
det (i yiMi) = #(clip.... I’,) 
I 
where y;s are variables. Then #(y, ,..., )I,) = 0 for all yi E k. Since k is infinite 
this implies that g(y, ,..., y,) = 0. Thus $(r, ,..., r,) = 0 for all ri E K. This is a 
contradiction. Hence we have proved that there exists a nonzero divisor 
u E kG such that au = UP. Since kG is Artinian it follows that u must be 
invertible in kG, proving the lemma. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We have already proved this theorem in the case where A is a p-group 
(Lemma 2). We use induction on the number of different primes dividing IA /. 
Write A = A, x A, where A 1 is a p-group and A, is a p’-group. Then 
G=A, xlG,, G,=(A,,X). We have 
#ZG=V(l +d(G.A,))>a Z’ZG,. 
Then U=C’ s M’ where uE:‘/(l +d(G,A,)), wEi’/ZG,, (O(u),IA,l)= 1. It 
follows by Lemma 2 that u - w. The proof is now complete by induction and 
the fact that X is abelian. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We have G = A >a X, A = (a), X = (x), O(a) = p”, O(x) = s, pjs, a” = uj, 
O(j) = s. 
Let u be a torsion unit of ZG of augmentation one. By Lemmas 3 and 4, 
O(U) divides s or is a p-power. If O(U) divides s we are finished by 
Theorem 2. So we may assume that O(U) is a p-power and thus 
u E 1 +d(G,A). 
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We take K = Q(r) where r is a primitive pm th root of unity. 
KG=KXOK,,,OK,+,O...OK,,,, 
A 
KX=KG+ 
Pm 
6=x ai. 
1 
We are given u E ZZ(1 + d(G,A)) an we wish to show that there is a d 
g E G such that p(u) -p(g) for every irreducible representation p of KG. 
Clearly, u and elements of A are mapped onto one in the first component. 
Thus it is enough to prove that for every nonlinear K-irreducible represen- 
tation p of G, p(u) - p(a’) for a fixed r = r(u) independent of p. 
representations are among the Oi)s, 1 < i <pm given by 
*,(a)= r ’ . . . :.], 19,(x)= [I ‘j. “* 1 
(see [2, p. 3361). Thus for u = JJg-’ czk(a)xk E ZG we have 
%63 alO3 .-- a,-,(t’) 
a,“_,(P) at(C) ... 
ei(u) = : 
i 
a!-,(C) 
I 
9 
af”“(ri) . . . a$sm’(r’) 
where 4 is the automorphism r-t rj of K. 
These 
5. RELATIONS AMONG THE REPRESENTATIONS 
Throughout this section, let u be a torsion unit in 1 + d(G, < a > ). 
PROPOSITION 1. For, 1 < i < M - 1, we have 
UEI + d(G, (aPi)) 0 1 = BP,-i(U) = Oppm-i+,(U) = ‘** = Opm-l(U). 
ProoJ: The implication (3) follows directly from the definition of 13;s. 
To prove the other implication, write 
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Then 
4(u) = 
The assumption implies 
(f, - l)(<@) = 
Also, (f, - I)(lPm) = 1 
that 
0 = (f. - ,)((@+’ )=.*.=(fo-l)(pm-‘). 
as u E 1 + d( g, (a)). Therefore, the cyclotomic 
polynomials #pi, dgi-!,**., dp, d1 divide f, - 1. Consequently, y”’ - 1 divides 
f0 - I. Similarly, vp’ - 1 divides all fj j > 1. We conclude that u - 1 E 
d(G, (up’)), as required. 
PROPOSITION 2. For, 0 < i ,< m, we have 
upi = 1 o u E 7T( 1 + d(G, (up”-‘)). 
Proof (t) u=l+(ap”-‘-l)a,aEZG.Then 
gi = 1 + pi(a~m-i - 1)a (modd’(G,A)) 
= 1 (mod d*(G, A)), 
since O(aPm-’ - i ) p . It follows by [3] that upi = 1. To prove the implication 
(3) we use induction on i. For i = 0 the result is trivial. Therefore, we 
conclude by induction that 
up E I + d(G, (up”-“‘)). 
We write, 
up = 1 + y (-+@+’ - l), aEZG, 
s 1 +x +p+i+ - 1) (mod d(G) 44 >), ZE L, 
312 Cpm-i+l (mod d(G) d (A I>, CE L. 
Also, we know that u = 1 + 8, 6 E A(G, A) from which it follows that 
u = d (mod d(G) d(A)). 
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This implies that up z ukp (mod d(G) d(A)). Comparing the two expressions 
we have 
akp ~ acpm-i+’ (mod d(G) d(A)). 
It follows by [7, p. 1021 that ukp-cpm-ii-’ = 1 and pm-’ divides k. Thus 
u E aWp”‘-’ (mod d(G) d(A)). Going mod(up’mmi) we deduce that 
liEI (mod d(G) d(x)), 
since u is torsion, it follows by [3 ] that U= 1. We have proved that 
u E 1 + d(G, (up”-‘)), as desired. 
THEOREM 3. For, 0 < i < m - 1, we have 
Upi = 1 0 0,,(U) = 1 = Bpi+l(n) = * ** = e,,-,(U), 
ProoJ For i> 1, the theorem folows from the last two propositions. For 
i= 0, the implication (a) is trivial. Conversely, assume B,,(U) = 1 for 
0 < 1< m - 1. Also, notice that B,,(u) = 1 implies 0,,,(u) = 1 if (t,p) = 1. 
This is seen by applying the automorphism r-t <‘. Thus p(u) = 1 for all 
nonlinear K-representations of G. Hence u = 1. 
COROLLARY 2. O(u)=p’=s BP,-,(u)# lfor all i> 1. 
Proof: upi = 1 =P epi(u) = 1 = epi+,(u) = .a. = BP,-,(u). If Bpi-,(u) = 1 then 
it would follow by the last theorem that up’-’ = 1, which is not true. 
COROLLARY 3. e,,(u) = 1 o B,(up’) = 1. 
Proof: Suppose B,,(u) # 1 then up’ # 1. Choose an i > I such that 
O(upi) =p. It follows by the last corollary that B,(upi) # 1 and hence 
B,(u”‘) # 1. We have proved the implication (x=) of the corollary. For the 
converse, suppose 
O(&) =p’+ 1, 
B,,(u) = 1. We claim that O(U) <p’; otherwise, 
i > 0. This implies that Bp,(zPi) # 1 and S,,(u) # 1 which is a 
contradiction. Thus up’ = 1 and 8, (up’) = 1. 
COROLLARY 4. For all, 1 < I <pm-l, (8p,(u))pm~‘= 1. 
Proo$ Corollary 3 and Corollary 1. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM ~-COMPLETION 
We are given a torsion unit u E 1 + d(G, (a)) and we wish to show that 
there is a g E A such that t!?,(u) - 0,(g) for all i. We note by applying the 
automorphism 4: <+ <j of K that 
$e,(u) = e,(X) e,(u) e; l(x). 
Consider B,(u) and suppose that it has an eigenvalue c # 1. Then since 8,(u) 
is diagonalizable and #9,(u) has the same eigenvalues as e,(u), it follows 
that lr’ is also an eigenvalue of B,(U). We conclude that 
This is also true if all the eigenvalues of e,(u) are one. Now, let us consider 
/3,,(u). Suppose it has an eigenvalue {’ # 1. We know by Corollary 4 that p’ 
divides t. Moreover, <*j” is also an eigenvalue of B,,(u) for all 0 < k < s - 1. 
We should note that rrik # r’. Otherwise, 
p”/(j”- l)t*p/(j”- l)*jkPm= l(modpm)*jk= l(modp”) 
which contradicts the hypothesis O(j) = s. 
Thus, we have, 
epi4 - 1 = e,,(d), t = p’t’. 
Let (b,p) = 1; then < -+l rb is an automorphism of K. The equation 
B - ‘e,,(24) B = e,,(d) 
implies, after applying the automorphism A, 
(B - l)n e,,,(u) BA = e,,,(d’). 
Therefore, it remains only to prove 
e,(u) - e,(d) + e,,(t4) - eppr(d), forall 1 <l<m- 1. 
641/19/l 8 
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Recalling that u = 2 czk(u) ~8, we write 
ady) 
1: 
al(y) *** a,-,(Y) 
M(Y) = Cl(y> 4Y) ..a af-2(Y) 
a:“‘(y) . . . . . . a$Pm’(y) 
! 
where Y is a transcendental over Q and qk Y-+ Yj. Then 
0, (u> = m3, e,f(u) = M(p). 
Suppose that 
We wish to prove that r”‘= t*j’” for some h. For the characteristic 
polynomials, we have 
&(y)=zs-ly,(Y)zs-’ + .a*, 
&&4) = zs - y,(r) F-l + me., 
&&) =zs - iy&“‘)z”-’ + .*a. 
Consider the polynomial, 
iy,(Y) - 1 (Yr, Y’j,..., Y+‘) 
n 
where 2, is the nth symmetric function in s variables for n < s. This 
polynomial has a root {. Therefore, we have 
v,(Y) = x (yr, Y’j,...) + $,m(Y)fn(Y>., ” 
where Qpm is the pm th cyclotomic polynomial andf,,(Y) is integral. Plugging 
in Tp’ for Y, we obtain 
1 (C’, P,...) = K&“‘) = 2: (P, pj,...) + fjp&“‘)fn(p). 
n n 
But, 
@pm(y)= yPm-‘@-l) + yP-Q-2) + .., + ypm-l + 1, 
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which implies that for 12 1 
Thus we have proved that 
S-l s - 1 
iJo (Z - ?jh) = j-IO (Z - t’j”)(mod PI. 
Substituting Z = l’ we obtain 
s-1 
!li (l’ - (“‘j”) = O(mod p). (>!:) 
Let u be the p-adic valuation extended to lQ!(c), written additively. Then 
~(P)=p”-‘(p- l), P((““‘- l)=p’I‘ if (p,d)= 1 and w<m-- 1. 
If there exists an h, such that 
then U( 1 - rp’rihnm’) > pm-’ and 
p”/( p’rj*() - I), rf = pfrik 
as desired. Thus we may assume that each factor of (*) has value a”’ ‘. 
But since s <p - 1. it follows that s = (p - 1) and 
t)((y _ p.ih) = pm 1, O<h<S- 1. 
Thus we have, for all h. 
p’rjh = t(modp”-‘). 
Therefore, we can write t =p’t’ and rjh = t’(modp”- ’ -‘). In particular we 
have 
This implies 
r-t’=rj-t’=O(modp”P’P’). 
r(1 -j) = O(modp”-I-‘). 
Since p does not divide 1 -j we conclude that 
y = O(modp”-I-‘), t’ = O(mod pm- I-‘). 
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Write r=p”-l-‘r,,, t’ =pmml-‘t,, t=p”-It,,. We assert that rp’= c”” for 
some h. This is equivalent to proving that there is an h for which 
or 
rp’ - tjh = O(modp”) or pm-‘r,, =p”-‘to jh(modp”), 
r. = t, j”(modp). 
Since s =p - 1, it suffices to convince ourselves that p/r, *p/t,. But 
p/to 0 e,,(u) = 1 eCor.3 4(up’) = 1 *p/r,. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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